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Bike Taxi Shuttle Uplift Service - Waiver of Liability
In signing, you agree to a shuttle uplift service and this release of claims, waiver of liability and assumption of risk.


You (the rider) are responsible for your own safety and bike care on the shuttle and when riding trails.

Central Coast Mountain Bike Tours Pty Ltd (“We”) have comprehensive vehicle insurance and public liability
insurance. This covers most everything – except you and your bike.
When you are riding the trails you are solely responsible for your own safety. We suggest you have a buddy system
with another rider. We do not offer any ‘duty of care’ and are not responsible for any activities that passengers
choose to participate in when outside of the vehicle.


You are responsible for ensuring your own helmet and full body protection.

When downhill mountain biking, we recommend you ride a well-serviced, dual suspension mountain bike with
hydraulic disc brakes, a full-face helmet and appropriate body armour. You are responsible for your own safety
protection equipment.


We do not take responsibility for any damages to any bikes on the trailer.

You are responsible for loading & unloading your bike to your satisfaction. Rubber frame protection is available.


Please moderate your language and behaviour.

We welcome riders of all ages on our service (with legal guardian authority). We ask all participants to moderate
their language and behaviour accordingly. Seat belts must be fastened when the shuttle bus is in motion.


You agree not to drink alcohol or use other drugs.

The driver reserves the right to refuse uplift service if they suspect you are impaired.


We take no responsibility for anything left on the shuttle and you leave belongings at your own risk.

Valuables, equipment, drinks etc. can be left on the bus whilst you ride the trails. Make sure they do not spill.


We do not provide any guarantees over the provision of uplift shuttle service.

If a mechanical failure or other unforeseen circumstance prevents the full delivery of shuttle service, Central Coast
Mountain Bike Tours may offer a credit voucher (at their own discretion). We do not accept responsibility for the
arrangement of a replacement shuttle service.


Leave no trace!

Respect nature and other people on the trails. Please familiarise yourself with the “Leave No Trace” principles and
embody these principles whilst engaging in the activity.
BY SIGNING OVER THE PAGE, YOU AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
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